About the Book
CUPID’S BACK AND AT THE TOP OF HIS GAME.
The always adored – and now restored – God of Love has a new
look, a new attitude, and even a steady girlfriend. With his
humiliating dethronement and harrowing banishment behind
him, Cupid wants nothing more than to settle in to a comfortable
immortality.
But someone has dreamed up a different plan.
With a sea god setting the oceans against him, a drama-loving
hanger-on refusing to go away, and the king of the gods ordering
Cupid to steal the most powerful relic ever made by the most
cunning god ever angered, Cupid and his leading lady, Tamara,
must join a new cast and crew to face their most challenging
mission yet. The stage is set for an epic performance, but just who
is writing this script? And will Cupid and his troupe figure it out
before they lose their minds – and quite possibly their lives?
God Awful Thief brings new hilarity and an ever-expanding cast
of fickle gods to Cupid’s misadventures, potential tragedies, and
everlasting comedies. God Awful Thief is the second act in the
God Awful Series of Books.
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Silvia Acevedo is a television personality
and former news reporter and anchor
who’s spent many years reporting
objective fact. She’s interviewed
presidential candidates, covered national
and international stories, and given
breaking news reports for CNN and local
television and radio stations around the
country. She also occasionally guest hosts
a television morning talk show for a local
NBC affiliate. Roman gods, however, have
been curiously absent during this time, so
Silvia decided to put fiction – especially
mythology – back into her life with God Awful Thief, her second
book in the God Awful Series of Books.
“An impressively imaginative, extraordinarily witty, and exceptionally
talented novelist, Ms. Acevedo continues to provide an expanding
parade of fickle gods entwined with Cupid’s misadventures,
potential tragedies, and everlasting comedies in her ‘God Awful’
series. An inherently riveting read from beginning to end, “God
Awful Thief ” is very highly recommended for personal reading
lists as well as community library Fantasy Fiction collections”
- Midwest Book Review

Praise for God Awful Loser, Book One in the God Awful Series
“FUNNY moments and attention-grabbing action scenes… this book
might appeal to older fans of the Rick Riordan books or those
interested in Roman mythology. VERDICT for larger libraries with
high demand for mythological fiction.”
- School Library Journal

